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DBReplicator is a powerful piece of software specifically designed for network-based multi-master
heterogeneous database replication or filtered synchronization. It supports heterogeneous
replication, bi-directional data synchronization between any of the supported database backends,
application independence, automatic conflict detection and resolution, a scheduling facility, verbose
debugging using Apache log4j, special characters, and automatic table creation. The following is a
list of supported databases, some with more testing than others. In order to support a RDBMS, it
must minimally have support for triggers and stored procedures and a JDBC connector. ￭ Cloudscape
/ Derby / JavaDB ￭ DaffodilDB ￭ DB2 ￭ FireBird ￭ MySQL ￭ Oracle ￭ PointBase ￭ PostgreSQL ￭
SQLServer Note: DBReplicator is platform-independent. Advantages Flexible database integration
Support for JDBC, ODBC, ODBCJ, and RDBMS connectivity Automatic conflict detection and resolution
Automatic table creation Automatic native code generation Disadvantages No support for the
following databases. ￭ Jena or MEMBERS ￭ IFDB ￭ MySQL CAPI ￭ PPSQL ￭ PolyBase ￭ Sybase ￭ Toad
for Oracle ￭ UIM ￭ Vertica ￭ MySQL/MariaDB ￭ Oracle Fusion Disclosure Intended for non-commercial,
personal usage only. 7.1 Migration User-friendly Not tested 7.2 Installation Instructions provided
Reproducible Requires ODBC on the Local machine as well as the Server 7.3 Security There is no
known security issues at the moment Not tested 7.4 Resources API documentation The DBReplicator
API is publically documented and available. 24/7 Support Support is available via the Support Forum.
7.5 Sponsors DBReplicator is supported by corporate sponsorships. 7.6 Awards DBReplicator has won
numerous awards. 7.7

DBReplicator Free Download

DBReplicator is a java application designed to replicate data from one or more source RDBMS
databases to one or more destination RDBMS databases. It will support transactional replication
using the JBOSS (Java Business Object Server) database engine. The JBOSS database engine can be
used with various J2EE application servers. DBReplicator uses JDBC and SQL as the programming
interfaces and incorporates a Java exception-handling management system that integrates with both
the enterprise deployment and system administration interfaces. DBReplicator is the ideal solution
for replication between one or more RDBMS databases. It is designed for experienced RDBMS
administrators who need to capture and synchronize changes to a single or many databases. A
single server running DBReplicator can connect to multiple source or destination databases. Multiple
source and destination databases can be synchronized to a single DBReplicator server. A single
server running DBReplicator can synchronize with an unlimited number of databases. DBReplicator
will capture changes within a single data table and combine the changes into batches for each
destination database. If changes are not captured then the second database will be updated with an
error message as follows: Table has not been replicated to the second database. JBOSS provides
DBReplicator with a master JMS (java message service) database that is used to manage and
synchronize transaction. The transactional messaging queues of JBOSS are used to manage the data
replication process. The DBReplicator Server is: DDM (Data Distribution Management): DDM is a Java
library that is used to manipulate SQL databases. For a given table, one of the following actions is
performed: ￭ insert the data into a local copy of the table ￭ update the data with SQL statements ￭
delete the data ￭ check the table for referential integrity ￭ truncate the table ￭ perform an export to
a flat file Once the table is synchronized by the DDM, a new database is initiated on the DDM server.
The DDM database is updated with the table data. Since there is a unique ID associated with each
table, the DDM database contains the actual content of the table. Thus, it will have a copy of the
data (DDM_DATA), a copy of the log for the table (DDM_LOG), and a copy of the table b7e8fdf5c8
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￭ From a Logical Standpoint: DBReplicator's purpose is to replicate data changes from an
application, through a network connection, to an application's replication endpoint. The replication
application provides the synchronization mechanism through which the replication endpoint interacts
with the database system. At the lowest level, DBReplicator simply replicates a "special request"
that a client sends to a replication application. In this way, data changes from a client application
can be sent to a remote replication application (which in turn replicates them to the network or
database servers). In DBReplicator's case, this request contains the new data to be replicated. It also
includes the changes that have already been made in the database. The replication endpoint then
replicates these data changes to the database servers. DBReplicator follows this procedure
automatically. ￭ From a Logical Developer's Perspective: The replication application (the
"middleman") is entirely responsible for executing the replication protocol and performing
replication. DBReplicator performs as a programming-level abstraction to this process. It does not
care how or where the data changes are made. ￭ From a Logical Tester's Perspective: DBReplicator
expects to run on all the database systems we'll be supporting. It is entirely client-side, and doesn't
require a test system to perform any kind of "listening" or network protocol awareness. All
DBReplicator does is speak its request in a way that makes sense in its environment (and can be
handled by the replication application). When the request is complete, DBReplicator will follow its
own timeout constraints to determine if it has timed out or succeeded. It does not have to maintain a
persistent "listen port" or network socket to process requests. ￭ From an Architectural Perspective:
DBReplicator can be packaged and distributed as a set of Java classes. A server can run these
classes so that it can process client requests. DBReplicator abstracts away the details of how the
server gets its database connectivity through a dependency injection mechanism. ￭ From an
Application Perspective: DBReplicator can be used in any application that talks to a database server
in a way that is compatible with the replication protocol (typically through JDBC or any of the
following protocols: JDBC, ODBC, OLE DB, LDAP, ODBC,...) Features: ￭ Uniform API for all supported
database systems: DBReplicator not only has a common API (although

What's New In DBReplicator?

DBReplicator supports replication of all PostgreSQL database types, in both transactional and non-
transactional modes, regardless of replication network topology. If configured to use the PostgreSQL
delay-key feature, DBReplicator will use it when configured from a cluster. DBReplicator provides a
straightforward API for replicating data between PostgreSQL databases. It does not require special
configuration on the slave side and supports multiple user-defined triggers and procedures that can
be defined on the master and slaves. The use of explicit timeouts allows the user to define how long
synchronization will be delayed before deciding it is not working. By setting these timeouts, a user
can define how long a failure should be tolerated. DBReplicator also includes an automatic conflict
checker, which can be used to detect failures in data. Once the conflict checker has determined that
there is a conflict, DBReplicator attempts to resolve the conflict by applying user-defined conflict
resolution algorithms. User-defined conflict resolution is also provided for more advanced usage. This
allows the user to manipulate the conflict resolution after the conflict has been detected.
DBReplicator supports three databases: PointBase, RDBMS, and MySQL. The user has the option of
choosing the database they want to use. DBReplicator is currently in beta. DBReplicator Features:
Auto-sync: Replicate data automatically between databases, even for obscure RDBMS's. Database
edition: The PostgreSQL database can be easily edited and synchronized on all databases regardless
of which database is master. Database masters: The PostgreSQL database can work either as a
master or as a slave. Extended conflict detection: Detect and resolve possible conflicts between
tables, stored procedures, and functions. Master/Slave: The PostgreSQL database can work either as
a master or as a slave. Multiple users and groups: The PostgreSQL database can have multiple users,
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which are used to authenticate each node to the others. Non-transactional: Replicate data in non-
transactional mode. Programmatic conflict resolution: Detect and resolve conflicts between data.
Simple trigger/procedure support: The PostgreSQL database can be easily edited and synchronized
on all databases regardless of which database is master. Support for tables, views, procedures,
triggers, and functions: PostgreSQL user-defined data can be easily edited and synchronized on all
databases regardless of which database is master. Various types of synchronization between
databases: The PostgreSQL database
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System Requirements:

1. Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8 / 10 (64-bit Operating System Required) 2. 2 GB RAM at least.
Recommended is 4 GB RAM. 3. DirectX 9.0c (Minimum) 4. Internet Explorer 9+ (Minimum) 5. 2.0 GHz
or faster processor 6. Video card that supports at least 1 GB of VRAM 7. 800 x 600 display resolution
(800 x 600 is recommended) 8. Physical memory: 100 MB available space 9. OS:
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